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Introduction

The distinction between organic and functional
clinical presentations is neither simple nor obvious,
involving a significant effort to study the case along
with the relative costs to the health care system(1,2).
Psychogenic disorders are considered those whose
clinical presentations have no demonstrable organic
alterations: hematological, neurophysiologic, neuro-
radiological, or neuropathological. Psychogenic dis-
orders include “conversion“ (DSM-IV)(3), hysteria,
psychosomatic, “without cause”, psychogenic, pseu-
do-seizures (not epileptic or febrile)(4), functional
syndromes(5), depending on their symptoms.

A preliminary distinction must be made for the
so-called somatization symptoms, which in contrast
to conversion/functional disorders include only clini-
cal conditions with one or more somatic manifesta-
tions involving the vegetative nervous system pro-
voked by environmental or internal factors either real
or imagined, as a way to adapt to various stressors.

From that point it’s no longer possible to make a
sharp distinction between disorders primarily involv-
ing the sympathetic nervous system or the parasym-
pathetic system, defining those conditions as auto-
nomic dysfunction, amphotony(6). 

Among the sympathicotonic forms we must
include tachycardia, arrhythmia, weight loss, hyper-
activity, insomnia; among the parasympathicotonic
forms we include hyper-hydrosis, the tendency
toward bradycardia, aerophagia, gastrointestinal dis-
orders (gastritis, gastroenteritis, diarrhea), or respira-
tory disorders (shortness of breath, bronco-spasm).
All these conditions are associated with a state of
persistent anxiety and possible acute crises or critical
seizures(7).

Functional neurological disorders

In true functional neurological disorders the
involvement of autonomic dysfunction is not demon-
strable and the symptoms seem somatic ( sensory
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and/or motor) or cognitive: local or general asthenia
or hypoasthenia, hypo- or anesthesia, paresthesia,
pain, more or less selective amnesia disorders, diffi-
culty recognizing, perception disorders (visual, audi-
tory, olfactory), phonatory. It is clear that a diagnosis
of functional neurological disorder must be the last
considered, after excluding any organic etiopatho-
genesis; without the current costs incurred by the
health care system it isn’t possible to exclude all
other clinical conditions. Despite the caution in daily
clinical study, there remains a certain percentage of
error in diagnosis, mistaking organic conditions as
functional or vice versa, with the treatment, prognos-
tic, and legal consequences. 

Whoever is familiar with psychogenic patholo-
gy has no difficulty understanding the frustration that
the physician feels during diagnosis and treatment, in
the absence of reliable criteria to recognize therapeu-
tic opportunities. The physician’s emotional frustra-
tion may itself appear to steer into a diagnosis of
psychogenic disorder. Here are some other aspects of
the diagnostic guidelines to consider:

• Gender of the patient, since females are more
affected by functional pathology(8,9).

• No age group is excluded, although young
people seem to be more often affected, but rarely
before age 6(8).

• No socioeconomic category is excluded, but
the most disadvantaged seem more often affected(10).

• There seems to be pathoplastic influence con-
sidering socioeconomic or cultural differences, and a
century ago fainting was one of the most common
manifestations but has become less common today.

• Concerning the patient’s personality charac-
teristics, those who tend to be theatrical, eccentric,
always attention-seeking, all of which don’t occur in
isolation or at night, indicate a psychogenic origin.

• A general observation in such patients is that
symptoms are intermittent, with severity and dura-
tion varying over time according to certain difficult
periods in the patient's life, even in the past, that can
cause depression or anxiety.

• The patient is unaware of the functional nature
of her symptoms, and when informed seems reluc-
tant to accept such an interpretation of her condition,
claiming to be mentally normal and healthy(11,12).

• The symptoms are not voluntarily and inten-
tionally expressed by the patient as in the case of
shammers(13).

• A characteristic that such patients seem to
share is the tendency to present a clinical picture
aimed at attracting the attention of doctors, with

increased attention from the family (secondary gain).
• The symptoms are polymorphic, with signifi-

cant variability between individuals and in the same
individual in the periods of illness.

• The psychodynamic interpretation inspired by
Freud, which attempts to understand the symptoms
as a ”conversion” of an unconscious psychic conflict
to avoid the suffering of consciously accepting the
conflict, is still difficult to evaluate. But it con-
tributes to understanding the apparent foreignness of
the somatic symptoms to the patient (apparent dis-
connection between brain and body).

• The statistical frequency of functional disor-
ders in current clinical practice is rather high,
approximately 20% of all neurological pathology,
according to the data in English-speaking coun-
tries(6,14).

• It’s useful to keep in mind that manifestations
of somatic conversion can sometimes coexist or
alternate with organic conditions, such as epileptic
and pseudo-epileptic seizures(15,16).

• It is difficult to explain the kinds of symp-
toms that appear (motor or sensory dysfunction,
cognitive or balance problems, gait). Only in a few
cases do such symptoms originate in prior personal
or family experiences in the patient’s past. The
patient’s own opinions and fears are often useful
for clinical interpretation of the disorder and
choice of eventual therapy. 

• The organic pathologies most likely to be
mistaken for functional disorders are the result of
neuromuscular junction disease, multiple sclerosis,
epilepsy, syncope pathology, extrapyramidal dis-
ease, brain tumors, cerebral vascular diseases, psy-
chiatric, neurodegenerative and neuromuscular dis-
ease(17,31)(Table 1).

• Differential diagnosis of functional disorders
is necessary when there are manifestations of epilep-
tic seizures and sincope episodes. Keep in mind that
functional symptoms never occur when the patient is
alone or during the night, the face is not altered, the
seizures last longer and never include biting the
tongue or sphincter incontinence, there is no loss of
consciousness, nor tissue trauma or wounds.
Functional symptoms are often associated with bilat-
eral benign blepharoclonus and plantar areflexia(32,33),
resistance to passive opening of the eyelid, possible
crying, shouts, self-injury or incoherent gesticula-
tions, unpredictable and often indescribable, no ECG
alterations are observed between seizures nor post-
seizure confusion(34).
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• The American Epilepsy Society (2010) stated
that bizarre  complex automatisms can occur with
frontal lobe seizures, frontal lobe seizures may have
bilateral convulsive movements without impairment
of consciousness, post-ictal confusion is often absent
after frontal lobe sezures, aggressive and emotional
behavior can occur after epileptic seizures. In some
cases psychogenic seizures alternate with true epilep-
tic seizures in the same patient.

• It should be possible to interrupt any manifes-
tations of a functional disorder by distracting the
patient through maneuvers that are incompatible with
the symptoms: Finger Tap Test, complex mental cal-
culation, or controlateral motor task. 

• Despite the considerable effort of researchers
to understand the physiological mechanisms underly-
ing the process of somatic conversion, currently
there are insufficient data to interpret the various
functional syndromes, although recent evidence
tends to support the hypothesis of possible cerebral
alterations(33,35-38).

• The effective role of the psychotherapeutic
approach is still unclear, despite being widely
used(39-43).

• Pharmacological treatment has achieved
effective outcomes in some clinical trials(44), and
promising results of magnetic stimulation are
reported in the literature(45,46).

• In our experience improvement compared to
placebo has been achieved with drugs clearly hyper-
prolactinemic, such as benzamide substitutes, in
association with anxiolytics or antidepressants drugs,
with significant results, sometimes sufficiently effec-
tive to induce a true dependence on hyperprolactine-
mia syndrome(47-49). 

Conclusions

Despite the widespread existence of “function-
al” disorders throughout the world, and the notable
scientific literature produced for over a century,
currently there is no conclusive data to interpret the
pathophysiology and appropriate treatment.

As in many other diseases that affect human
beings, functional neurological manifestations may
support the idea of a constitutional predisposition
that coincides with certain periods or stressful life
experiences (abuse, disappointment, grief, offense,
loss, whether real or imagined). Thus symptoms
may appear to be unpredictable, polymorphous,
fluid and mutable, with partial or full remission
possible. The constitutional element that we consid-
er most likely in generating such symptoms is the
histrionic or theatrical personality with a tendency
to eccentricity, suggestibility, emotional immaturity,
and attention-seeking (in the family, school and at
work). The tendency to seek the secondary benefits
of disease, encourages the persistence of symptoms
despite the efforts of the physician (general practi-
tioner, psychotherapist, psychiatrist, neurologist,
rehabilitation specialist). It becomes a way of being
and responding to stimuli.

The growing interest in “functional” disorders
is justified by the frequency of the pathology and
the need to differentiate it from organic disease.
Healthcare systems endure significant costs in
excluding other diagnoses, as well as providing
scarce hospital beds needed for patients with more
serious diseases. More effective treatment is needed
to heal patients and improve their quality of life as
well as that of their families. Neurologists have a
great interest in better treatment since they are often
the first called for diagnosis and treatment.
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• Neuromuscular junction diseases 

• Epilepsy

• Syncope

• Multiple sclerosis

• Brain tumors

• Psychiatric diseases

• Malingering

• Extrapyramidopathy

• Cerebral vascular disease

• Neurodegenerative disease

• Gait disorder

• Myelopathy

• Neuromuscular disease

• Visual disorders

• Iatrogenic disorder

Table 1: Organic pathology mistaken for functional
disorders.
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